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Jennette Arnold (Chair):  I welcome Anthony Browne.  Thank you, Anthony, for accepting 
our invitation.  You are accompanied by Emer Coleman [Director of Digital Projects].  Welcome 
Emer.  Anthony, your report wants to seek the Committee’s support for the continued 
development of the 101 Access for London project, the delivery of which will ensure that 
customers have improved and more efficient access to the main public services across London at 
a reduced cost.  Can you update us in terms of where you are?  This is not new to this 
Committee so just bring us quickly up to date in terms of where you are.   
 
Anthony Browne (Mayoral Policy Director for Economic Development):  A year ago we 
did a quick feasibility study which suggested we should look at it in more depth as there are real 
opportunities here.  We have a team now in City Hall.  They have been working with the 
different functional bodies producing a business case looking at the financial impact of doing 
101 and whether savings can be generated as a result and, also, how, technically, it might work;  
there is a lot of engagement there.  Also, working with various different boroughs, it is a 
coalition of the willing, of those that are more interested in it. 
 
We have done the business case and  it has been verified independently by the Metropolitan 
Police Service, and TfL [Transport for London] which has just finished, and we are now looking 
at the procurement options.  There are various possibilities for how we would go out for 
procurement and deliver this with different timelines, and we need to think about the different 
financial impacts for those as well. 
 
Joanne McCartney (AM):  You described this as a coalition of the willing and the willing 
appears to amount to seven boroughs at the moment.  From my understanding and talking to 
London Councils and different councils, there is no great enthusiasm for this across the London 
boroughs as a whole.  I understand that, other than officers, there has not been any political 
discussion on the willingness to do this for well over a year.  Certainly the last administration of 
London Councils was not in favour of it and I do not think the current one is either, so I would 
not be happy to support this until we have had some further feedback from London Councils as 
to what its plans are.  I also know that that is identified as one of the main reasons. 
 
The second risk is that the Home Office is doing a similar project at the moment in London. . 
 
Anthony Browne (Mayoral Policy Director for Economic Development):  Shall I clarify 
some of that for you? 
 
Jennette Arnold (Chair):  Can you just wait a while, Anthony, and let Joanne finish, because I 
think she was interrupted, then, I will see if we can take a number of Members together and 
then you can have a flow. 
 
Joanne McCartney (AM):  I also understand that London Councils may be working on a much 
smaller project with similar aims.  I am wondering, whether you have heard of that? 
 



 

Caroline Pidgeon (Deputy Chair):  I am interested in the answers to Joanne’s questions.  I 
thought - and I remember, previously, we have had discussions about digital projects - that this 
project really was dead. Why are we wasting money on it and why are we particularly doing it?  I 
do not know.  I was surprised to see this report here today because I thought things had moved 
on.  I remember other Members had quite serious concerns, Tony [Arbour] in particular, at a 
previous meeting. 
 
Jennette Arnold (Chair):  Tony, do you still have your concerns?  You have been named. 
 
Tony Arbour (AM):  I do, I do still have my concerns.  One of the problems, which I think I 
raised before is: many boroughs are making huge investments in their own single number 
services and this appears simply to be an additional extra which they are going to have to pay 
for as well. 
 
Jennette Arnold (Chair):  OK, Anthony, can you respond? 
 
Anthony Browne (Mayoral Policy Director for Economic Development):  I will take those 
in order more or less.  The Home Office points that you raised first.  You are right; the Home 
Office is moving ahead with a 101 project as a non-emergency police service.  Since we have 
started this programme - it was dead as a Home Office project beforehand and then re-initiated 
before the election the new Government has carried on with it.  I have had meetings with the 
relevant Minister, Nick Herbert [Minister of State for Policing and Criminal Justice], and we have 
had a lot of engagement with officers at the Home Office and, indeed, at the Department of 
Communities and Local Government , and the officers at the Home Office who are doing this 
project;  it is all completely tied together.  The Government - and indeed No. 10 - is very 
interested in this project, of a three in one type service which is not just non-emergency police 
but access to the widest possible range of local government services. 
 
It is the same way that it evolved in the United States. 311 which is in over 80 cities in North 
America started out as a non-emergency police service and then got broadened out to wider 
public services.  There is a reason for that;  the reason why it tends to get initiated as a non-
emergency police service is to relieve pressure on the 999 calls.  The trouble is people phone the 
police for just about everything -- 
 
Joanne McCartney (AM):  I understand all that.  The Home Office is doing something.  
London Councils may be doing their own thing.  You are doing something.  I do not see why this 
is not just one project -- 
 
Anthony Browne (Mayoral Policy Director for Economic Development):  It is just one.  
The Metropolitan Police Service has a single non-emergency number at the moment, it is not 
101; it is going to transfer that to 101.  It is the same project as this but this will deliver call 
steering so you phone 101 and you can get to the police or you can then get to other things; it 
is completely tied together.  The Metropolitan Police Service team is working with the 101 Team 
here, they are fully engaged.  They have lots of meetings both at officer level and with 
Ian McPherson who is the Assistant Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police Service 
responsible for this.  They are incredibly enthusiastic about it because they have a problem: so 
many people phone the police about non-police matters and they cannot transfer the calls 
anywhere, and they spend an awful lot of time dealing with stuff that is not police business.   
They are incredibly enthusiastic about this project and tying it all together.  Does that make 
sense on that side? 
 



 

You mentioned London Councils and political support.  I have had political engagement with 
councils.  For example, I spoke to Colin Barrow [Leader, Westminster Council] at Westminster 
recently who is very enthusiastic about it and Westminster is one of the most enthusiastic 
boroughs.  Mike More, who is the Chief Executive of Westminster Council, has agreed to sit on 
the high level steering group they are setting up as a representative of the boroughs.  He is very 
supportive of the project. 
 
Coalition willing, you say only seven boroughs.  There was actually a problem the previous time 
that the Home Office tried to do this project; it collapsed a few years ago.  It tried to get all the 
boroughs signed up to it and it is impossible to do that because it is a very complex service.  All 
the boroughs are in different places and what you need to do is make sure it works for a range 
of services that those boroughs are willing to work with.  It would then evolve over time and it 
would widen and deepen in the sense of more boroughs would get involved.  It would also 
deepen in the fact that it would offer a greater range of services for those boroughs.  There is a 
very simple telephonic veneer that you can deliver which is the call steering solution which is, 
basically, that you phone up and then, if you need to get through to Westminster or Haringey it 
would put you to the switchboard.  That is a very, very basic service but you could get a lot 
greater integration at different levels of the service. 
 
London Councils has seconded someone on to the team from Capital Ambition who is leading 
on the borough engagements and he is doing a lot of work on that.  I can give you full details of 
all the boroughs he has spoken to and the engagement that he has had and the different 
aspects.  Different boroughs are interested in different parts of it.  Some of them are more 
interested in the website angle; some of them are more interested in the telephonic side and the 
language.  
 
The point that Tony was making; a lot of boroughs are trying to do similar things in this area.  It 
would be a lot more cost effective doing it together and you get economies of scale all 
spreading best practice.  For example, Hammersmith and Fulham and Ealing and Westminster 
have delivered - I think those are the right three boroughs; I can check - a system for paying 
council tax and parking permits through a website, a self-led system, which they think is very 
good.  They are going to procure it through 101 and we are including their requirements in the 
procurement.  We will be able to make that available to all boroughs for those boroughs that 
want to use that service.  What you will do, but in a more cost effective way, is start spreading 
best practice and it makes it better for Londoners. 
 
Which comes to Tony’s point: why are we doing this?  It is tied together with what a lot of the 
different boroughs are doing.  It is a platform for delivering better services for boroughs.  The 
boroughs are interested: (a) because it allows them to do something and get access to 
technology and economies of scale that they cannot do by themselves; and (b) it saves them 
money.  We have done business cases for the boroughs where delivering certain sort of services, 
it is cheaper for them to do this way rather than doing it on their own. 
 
There is a second point though which is that we would want to do it within the GLA family 
anyway.  We have over 40 telephone numbers in the GLA family if you add up all the different 
numbers that TfL have and the Metropolitan Police Service and LFEPA and various other ones 
like Visit London.  There are a huge amount of misdirected calls.  I think about 40% of the calls 
that people make to the GLA group are misdirected; they are phoning the wrong people 
because they do not know whom to telephone.  There is a cost basis there with people who are 
dealing with phone calls that are going to the wrong place.  It is bad for Londoners, because 
they do not know who to call and we are spending a lot of money trying to work out where 
those calls should go.  It would be a lot better to have a single number which routes that. 



 

 
TfL is doing that itself anyway as part of its own single number strategy.  It would make sense, 
since we are moving to that with the Metropolitan Police Service - and LFEPA is very interested 
in it, and some of the boroughs are very interested - that we tie it all together and make it one 
unified project. 
 
We are not doing something that has not been done before; there are over 100 cities in the 
world that have done this.  Those cities that have done it have all found it incredibly successful 
and quite a good thing to do. 
 
Caroline you said the project is dead;  it is not.  I do not know where you heard that; it is not!  
There is a 101 project team and it is forging ahead. 
 
Jennette Arnold (Chair):  You said LFEPA is on board.  The last time we had this discussion I 
thought we were told LFEPA was not on board. 
 
Caroline Pidgeon (Deputy Chair):  Brian [Coleman] said that, didn’t he? 
 
Richard Barnes (AM):  I understand its heart and mind has been won over. 
 
Jennette Arnold (Chair):  Brian [Coleman], who, as the Chair, said he would have none of it. 
 
Anthony Browne (Mayoral Policy Director for Economic Development):  We will ask him 
again; I think you will find he is supportive.  The Mayor spoke to him about it.  You should ask 
Ron Dobson [Commissioner, London Fire Brigade] about it.  The Fire Commissioner is also very 
supportive.  A paper went to the LFEPA Board from officials at LFEPA recommending that it 
fully engages with this project because it could bring a lot of benefits to it.  Again, it is one of 
those things, where LFEPA realises there are a lot of opportunities for it, doing this and doing 
this as part of the 101 project, rather than trying to set up something itself. 
 
I am sure if you want the paper from the officials to the LFEPA Board, which I believe was 
approved then we can get it to you. 
 
Jennette Arnold (Chair):  I have heard so many queries I think we might well need further 
information, because, I have not heard a Member speak positively yet about this paper. 
 
Joanne McCartney (AM):  I think it is a great idea. I just think there are so many different 
questions unanswered yet. 
 
Anthony Browne (Mayoral Policy Director for Economic Development):  I am happy to 
answer any questions. 
 
Darren Johnson (AM):  Thank you.  In theory I can see the advantages of this as you have laid 
out but at a time of such large public sector cuts in spending, what can you do to convince the 
Members here that it is a priority for growth? 
 
Anthony Browne (Mayoral Policy Director for Economic Development):  We have done 
detailed business cases; I can provide the figures for it.  I think some of them are in the 
accompanying paper.  There is a strong positive business case.  It varies from group to group 
but, particularly for the Metropolitan Police Service, it will help it save an awful lot of money.  It 
reduces their cost basis;  that is why they are interested in doing it.  You could do it in a more 
expensive way which is having an agent model where you set up with call centres with people 



 

and everything else;  that would not save money.  You can do it in a way where there is more 
automation and self-serve natural angles, which helps reduce costs. 
 
Ultimately, the reason why boroughs are interested, and members of the GLA group are 
interested, is because it allows them to deliver a better service at lower cost.  It is exactly the 
sort of thing that you should be doing in a time of austerity.  Yes, there is a small upfront cost 
but, after about two years, you start saving a lot of money.  It is like the general shared services 
agenda; in a time of luxury you might be able to do everything by yourself in lots of different 
ways but, in a time of austerity, you want to collaborate on projects like this because they are 
more cost effective. 
 
Darren Johnson (AM):  So you are saying in two years this project would pay for itself? 
 
Anthony Browne (Mayoral Policy Director for Economic Development):  It varies from 
borough to borough and from different members of the GLA family how long the payback 
period is; I have not memorised it all.  It is quickest for the Metropolitan Police Service.  I think 
it was in the paper that you got but I can get you the verified figures,  it is a very quick payback.  
The Metropolitan Police Service saves £10 million over the first five years and I think the total 
savings are about £20 million over five years.  It saves money! 
 
Jennette Arnold (Chair):  OK.  Is this on the agenda of the London Congress and, if it is not, 
should there not be a relationship with this and the work of that body? 
 
Anthony Browne (Mayoral Policy Director for Economic Development):  I am looking at 
Leo [Boland].  I do not think it is on the agenda of the London Congress.  We have spoken 
about it, obviously, a lot with different people at London Councils, directly with council leaders, 
We have had bilateral discussions etc etc.  I would have to talk to London Councils about 
putting it on the agenda for the Congress. 
 
Jennette Arnold (Chair):  I thought that the Congress was the body that would stop you 
going to every borough and trying to buy in, because they have bought in to a number of things 
that are important for all of Londoners? 
 
Anthony Browne (Mayoral Policy Director for Economic Development):  I am not an 
expert on the working of Congress but I think it is more a policy body, whereas what you need 
here are really detailed negotiations with different people at lots of different levels in the 
boroughs.  We are talking to the chief information officers at the boroughs, we are talking to 
the heads of the customer services teams at the boroughs, legal and procurement at the 
boroughs, talking to the chief executive and then at a political level.  It is a very complex set of 
negotiations you need with each borough and you could not possibly do that through the 
Congress where you have got all the Council Leaders together.  Congress can help set the 
general policy framework I guess, but you could not do a project like this through Congress.  
Leo [Boland] is the expert so if I am misunderstanding … 
 
Leo Boland (Chief Executive):  Congress looked at nine policy areas.  This was not one of 
them.  Where there will be dialogue directly with the boroughs and London Councils is at Capital 
Ambition where this project is going for partner with its funding, so that will be, in many ways, 
the acid test of the boroughs. 
 
Anthony Browne (Mayoral Policy Director for Economic Development):  
22 November 2010 or 23 November 2010 is the date of the next Capital Ambition Board 
meeting and we are discussing it at the Board there.  We have already done presentations to the 



 

Chair of Capital Ambition and the Deputy Chair, Mike More, Chief Executive of Westminster 
Council, who is helping out with the project.  Leo [Boland] is on the Board of Capital Ambition 
and knows all the -- 
 
Leo Boland (Chief Executive):  I will have to recuse myself for that item. 
 
Joanne McCartney (AM):  I think it is a fantastic idea.  In actual fact I used to Chair some of 
the meetings around this.  One of the problems was that there was never any indication from 
the Home Office that it was willing to give up the 101 number anyway.  Has that changed? 
 
Anthony Browne (Mayoral Policy Director for Economic Development):  No, we have got 
full agreement with the Home Office.  What it is doing though is renegotiating the 101 contract 
with Cable & Wireless who do the geographic routing for 101.  The Home Office has decided 
that it would be a flat rate of 10p per phone call but they would make the number available and 
it would be a platform for local authorities in all the different areas to use.  Basically, the 
telephonic infrastructure behind it, in terms of routing the call from your home to the 101 
number is handled by the Home Office, but where the call comes out is straight to us, so it is up 
to Londoners in different areas what happens after you get through to 101 in London. 
 
There is an issue here that you could either go straight to the Metropolitan Police Service non-
emergency service, which it is doing anyway, or you could get to a call steering system where, if 
you want the police, you go to the police, if you want travel information you go to TfL, if you 
want fire safety advice you go to LFEPA or if you want to pay parking at Westminster you go 
through to Westminster. 
 
Jennette Arnold (Chair):  Thank you.  Emer - I hate it when people come and sit in front of us 
and do not get a chance to speak,  I would not want them to go away and say we never asked 
them anything, so -  can you just clarify your role in all that we have heard?  What is your 
relationship with Capital Ambition?  Do you know what is going on at Congress?  Are you going 
and speaking to 32 boroughs to try to get them to buy in?  As briefly as you can, tell us where 
you are in all this, because I am not clear. 
 
Emer Coleman (Director of Digital Projects):  There are a number of projects that fall under 
my remit which could include digital projects generally which is the London Datastore, Wi-Fi 
London, which is a project to increase connectivity in Wi-Fi, the London Card and obviously 
101.  I am a member of the Strategic Steering Group and also of the Working Group on this so I 
am fully appraised of the work that is happening.  There is a dedicated project team who have 
been working on that and who report regularly to both the Working Group and the Strategic 
Steering Group. 
 
Jennette Arnold (Chair):  So you are in charge of the day to day and report to Anthony? 
 
Emer Coleman (Director of Digital Projects):  Yes.  There is a Strategic Steering Group and 
there is a project team and I am on the Working Group, Steering Group and obviously report to 
Anthony. 
 
Jennette Arnold (Chair):  Do you report to Anthony? 
 
Emer Coleman (Director of Digital Projects):  Yes.  I am supporting Anthony on the project 
but, obviously, the work is being generated by the project team who then report to the Working 
Group, of which I am a member, and to the Strategic Steering Group, of which I am a member. 
 



 

Jennette Arnold (Chair):  Who comprises the team then? 
 
Anthony Browne (Mayoral Policy Director for Economic Development):  There is a team 
here; the number of people on it has gone up and down slightly.  I think there are about four at 
the moment, including the secondment from London Councils,  they politically answer to me 
and the Mayor’s Office.  Emer is the official client in the GLA and is making sure that everything 
is tied together with the GLA, so anything that is official, at an officer level, Emer deals with.  
She has also been engaged a lot more, depending on what is actually needed.  When we have 
needed a bit more borough engagement on a particular issue Emer has been helping out with 
that.  When we need more communications or something she has helped out with that.  The 101 
team is fairly self-sufficient so Emer does not have to get that engaged in it.  It is not a full time 
part of her job; it is really more planting it for the GLA.  She has various other projects, which 
she has talked about, where there are not teams that are taking all the workload. 
 
Jennette Arnold (Chair):  It was in relation to 101, the paper in front of us, that I wanted to 
know what her relationship was with. 
 
Leo Boland (Chief Executive):  Chair, if I may as well?  I take a part in liaison with the 
boroughs, through the Chief Executives London Committee and the Sub-Regional Liaison 
meetings I have with Chief Executives across London.  This is a regular part of both of those. 
 
Jennette Arnold (Chair):  Still we are having trouble with boroughs.  All this talking and 
meeting and boroughs are still not signing up. 
 
Anthony Browne (Mayoral Policy Director for Economic Development):  Different 
boroughs are interested in different things.  They are interested and they are signing up! 
 
Jennette Arnold (Chair):  I think the point Joanne made; 7 out of 32 plus 1 borough does not 
give you the feeling that they are rushing towards this. 
 
Anthony Browne (Mayoral Policy Director for Economic Development):  I would not 
pretend they are rushing towards it.  There is an issue with 101.  Because it is a project that has 
been around for eight years and has generally failed many times in the past there is, as you can 
see - and particularly from those involved with it before - a large amount of scepticism about it.  
To see that it exists will have a catalytic effect on boroughs saying, “It’s actually happening”.  
We have noticed this momentum effect, as it were.  You sit around and talk about it and 
everyone says, “We’ll wait and see”.  Then, when you start to have detailed discussions with 
them about the business plans and the technology and everything else and you show you have 
got a team there engaged, they engage a lot more. 
 
It is a repeated pattern with all the boroughs; you start off with a sense of scepticism because it 
has been around for eight years and it has never worked in the past.  Once you start talking to 
them and show them that it has detailed working and answers all their questions - as I am trying 
to do with you - then they get a lot more engaged. 
 
As Darren and Joanne said, they do it in about 100 cities in the world.  We are not trying to do 
something that has never been done before.  We know it can be done.  Most people think that 
the concept is a good idea and we are trying to make it happen. 
 
Jennette Arnold (Chair):  I totally agree with you. 
 



 

Anthony Browne (Mayoral Policy Director for Economic Development):  You will not 
make it happen with 32 boroughs simultaneously.  It is not possible to do something this 
complex at many different levels simultaneously with 32 boroughs.  What you do is you go 
ahead with those that you can - you could do call steering for 32 boroughs.  If you just want to 
get through to a council on 101 you could put them through to the switchboard;  that is a very 
low level of engagement.  If you need to do a lot more back office integration and a wide level 
of engagement, you simply cannot co-ordinate 32 boroughs at once. 
 
Jennette Arnold (Chair):  It was to do with cost wasn’t it?  I was at a launch of this - 
whenever it was. 
 
Tony Arbour (AM):  I was there. 
 
Jennette Arnold (Chair):  You were there.  The boroughs thought it was just too expensive 
for what was on offer to them.  What they already had was working and they did not really think 
- “It’s not broke, why should we fix it?” 
 
It goes back to the point; no one is against it.  What it lacks is a political champion that can tell 
us and Londoners how this would actually make a difference to us all.  At the moment that is 
missing.  Richard [Barnes], Statutory Deputy Mayor, can you come forward and give us the 
political leadership that we want on this?! 
 
Richard Barnes (AM):  I am sure that Brian Coleman [Assembly Member, Chairman of the 
London Fire and Emergency Planning Authority] is out there preparing his papers already!  
Chair, I can understand the scepticism of the Committee and of the 32 London boroughs.  We 
have been down this route before with the Home Office leading it and then it died, and then 
counties were involved and then it died again.  A bit like Old King Cole’s soldiers, the boroughs 
are probably a bit tired of being led up the hill and back down again. 
 
Darren Johnson (AM):  The Grand Old Duke! 
 
Richard Barnes (AM):  There is a momentum.  I believe that a well argued business case for 
the project - indeed I led on this for the MPA some time ago and was sceptical.  I can see the 
momentum is there, the objective is there and, given the experience of other cities who have 
gone down a 101 route, there are clear, clear benefits. 
 
Jennette Arnold (Chair):  If you could stop there. 
 
Richard Barnes (AM):  You asked for enthusiasm and I am expressing my enthusiasm!  No 
doubt being watched from the eighth floor! 
 
Jennette Arnold (Chair):  Give it some welly! 
 
Richard Barnes (AM):  I do believe that we should support this recommendation that we move 
to the next phase.  I feel sure that Anthony has heard the arguments here and that we need to 
bring back the well argued business case so that Members can fully understand where it goes.  
This is clearly a delivery over quite a substantial period.  We know the pressure on the 999 
service already, we know the misuse of the 999 service already and we have truly got to be 
sorting that process out, otherwise - I will not say it will collapse - the 999 service will be under 
major strain. 
 



 

Jennette Arnold (Chair):  With that leadership? Can Members indicate whether they are 
mindful to agree to support the continuing development of this project? 
 
All:  Agreed. 
 
Jennette Arnold (Chair):  Agreed.  Anthony, you have got an agreement to support the 
continuing development and the business case for the next phase of procurement.  Thank you 
very much, Anthony.  Thank you, Emer. 
 
Anthony Browne (Mayoral Policy Director for Economic Development):  Thank you. 
 


